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Enjoy market success with Ebnat.

Our range will be set up according to your  

requirements and to save space in your shop. 

We are happy to advise you and take 

care of professional presentation on site.
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customers with Ebnat.

We are setting the latest trends in the  

household market thanks to our high- 

quality, up-to-date products. They are  

simple and practical to use, as well as  

being easy to store.

verything Ebnat makes 
boasts Swiss quality.

With its slogan, «The clean way of life», 

Ebnat Switzerland stands for typical, 

down-to-earth, Swiss quality. Consequently, 

we support our region and manufacture 

every aspect of this range in our own premises. 

ISO 9001 and 14001 are our guarantee of  

this fact.
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coarse dirt and pieces of broken

glass are quickly swept up

plastic strips remove dirt from  

all gaps, corners and cracks

effective furniture protection

thanks to a soft plastic body

Typical Ebnat – simply first class!

Classic Clean. This new household line has a timeless,

classical design. However, its appearance puts it head and  

shoulders above other ranges and sets new standards.

Innovation starts with a search for alternatives. You don’t

have to reinvent the wheel, just make it better and faster. We  

have achieved this perfectly with our Classic Clean line, so we are  

also applying for a patent for our idea. This is because it will give  

our customers more pleasure, more benefits and more time.

The combination of materials is simply ingenious.

Genuine horsehair combined with flexible plastic strips.  

Steady on the inside, but also sturdy yet manoeuvrable on  

the ends. It makes cleaning work easier and speeds it up.  

And that’s exactly what people want.
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water wiper and cloth holder

innovative brush shape for a  

better cleaning performance

scraper edge for stubborn dirt


